Name:

Year 9 Knowledge Organiser - Autumn 2

Idea

Explanation

Make some flash
cards or PowerPoint
slides. Make top
trumps.

Write down key words, quotation,
questions or equations on one side of
a card. On the other side, write the
definition or answer. Use them to
test yourself.

Just reading through your books or a knowledge organiser is not
always an effective way to revise. Instead, you should do something
with the information. Choose an example of the revision methods on
the pages or see if you can come up with another method.
The knowledge is evolutionary not revolutionary. Approximately half
the knowledge is new and half helps you revise. Many of the
activities are changing. We hope you enjoy them.

Subject

Page
Number

Subject

Page
Number

Reading

3

Geography

23

Art

7

German / Deutsch

25

DT

10

History

29

Food

11

English

31

Recipes

12

Maths

34

PE

15

RE

37

Science

17

Music

39

Computer Science

22

Make a poster.

Turn your notes into posters with
lots of colour and illustrations.
Summarising the key information in a
different way is an effective way of
learning and your brain will remember
the colours more easily. Do the title
last!

Draw spider diagrams,
or for the adventurous
mind maps.

Write the topic/keyword in the
centre of your page. Add everything
you know in subtopics. Then explore
each subtopic in turn adding more
ideas. Colour/pictures help you
recall.

Write a song or a rap.

Are there songs that stick your head.
Change the lyrics to the information
you want to learn. If you record and
listen back it will be a more fun way
of revising.

Plan a lesson

If you teach something to someone
else the chance of recalling it is
really high. This has been found to
be the most effective way of learning
something for the long term.

Write a story or comic
strip.

Take the keywords or facts that you
need to learn and turn them into a
story or a cartoon. The sillier the
story the more likely you are to
remember it.

Write a quiz.
Design a game.

Playing is how we learn as young
children and it is a very powerful way
of learning throughout life. If we
enjoy the game it helps us remember.

2

Sharing the Love of Reading: 11-16-year olds
1. Can I read
aloud to a
friend or
relative?

7. Can I
discover what
books mean
to someone
else?
8. Can I…
11. Can I
design my
own reading
den?

15. Can I
recreate a
favourite book
or comic cover?

2. Can I hide
a story or
poem to be
found?

4. Can I share
my reading
journey over
the last
week?

5. Can I learn
about a book
from
someone’s
past?

9. Can I
create a
paper chain
of poetry?

10. Can I gain
a ‘7-day
streak’ of
reading?
12. Can I
recreate a
scene/poem
using various
materials?

16. Can I find an
online video of
an illustrator
drawing and
draw along?

14. Can I set
up a news
desk & give a
report?

3. Can I
deliver a
speech from
a character or
public figure?
6. Can I…

13. Can I
read in an
unusual &
unexpected
place?

18. Can I
make my own
mini book?
17. Can I make
an A-Z of
authors, book
titles or favourite
characters?

•What was your favourite part of the book? Why?
•Who was your favourite character? Why?
•What was the most interesting thing you learned from the book?
•Why do you think the author wrote this book?
•Would you have ended the book differently? Did it end the way you thought it would?
•If you could change one thing in the book, what would it be?
•Do you think the book had a good title? What different titles could it have had?
•Can you retell the story in your own words?
•Does this book remind you of anything else you have read? How so?

After reading:

•Who/What/Where/When/Why/How questions
•Will you catch me up on the story? What’s happened so far?
•What do you think will happen next? Why do you think that?
•Why do you think the character did ______________________?
•If you were that character, what would you have done differently in that situation?
•How do you think the character is feeling right now?
•If the book was a TV show, which actors would you cast in it?
•Where is the book set?
•What does the place look like in your head as you read? Would you want to visit there?
•Did you learn any new words or facts so far?

During reading:

•Why did you select this book?
•What makes you think this book is going to be interesting?
•What do you think the book is going to be about (use the cover image, title and blurb for
clues)?
•Does this book remind you of anything else you’ve already read or seen?

Before reading:

Asking and answering questions (in our head and aloud) helps us to be better readers. We
are constantly asking questions to encourage comprehension skills during reading and these
can be broken into three clear sections; 'before', 'during' and 'after' reading.
Here are some examples you can try at home:
(You don’t have to ask every question every time you read, try picking out 2-3 different
questions each time you read.)

Questions, questions, questions…

If you are able to understand a book as you read, but struggle to remember events when
you quiz, ask Miss Ling for a reading reminder sheet.

5 W’s:
What…
Who…
When…
Where…
Why….

Supporting Readers at Home
Open University
research suggests
there are three
important ways to
support readers and
a love of reading.

Children who read, and are
supported as readers,
develop strong reading skills
and do better at school.
Research also shows that
reading aids relaxation and
has benefits for mental
health.

I wonder
if…why…what…
who…

Reading aloud to your children shows
them reading is a pleasure, not a chore.
Older children can also read to younger
ones.
*Reading together doesn’t have to be a
story (recipes, news articles etc. all count
too!)
*If you are not confident in reading aloud,
why not listen to an audiobook together.

Making time to read alongside one another helps
develop children’s reading stamina and interest,
Let them chose what to read and relax together
(you don’t need to be reading the same thing.)
* Where can you ‘fit’ reading in? It could be 10
minutes before tea, when they come home from
school, waiting in the car, before bed etc. You may
find it easier to set a regular time aside, or fit it in
around your other commitments.
Book chats encourage readers.
Invite them to make connections
and share their views. Join in with
your views too! (Please see the
next page for suggested questions
you can ask about any book.)

Adapted from Open University 'Supporting Reading at Home': https://researchrichpedagogies.org/_downloads/Supporting_Readers_at_Home_Poster_.pdf
For more ideas see: https://www/researchrichpedadgogies.org

Year 9 Art Knowledge Organiser - Autumn Term:
•

•

At the start of Year 9 we do a series of lessons reminding students of the basic
formal elements of Art such as TONE, FORM, LINE….etc… See next page for full
breakdown of the art elements.
You continue your learning on observational drawing and using tone to show 3D
form. See example below:

You learn new ways to make more advanced
marks to create a 3D- effect.
You use new materials such as ink and learn
about their properties.

You are encouraged to draw from life like in
the sketch of the bottle to the right. This is
the best way to improve your observation
skills in Art.

The first big project we
do in Year 9 is on Pop
Art which is a style of
Art that uses Items from
popular culture as it’s
subject.
See examples below:

We will be making enlarged
drawings of these objects and
Using different techniques on
them.

Pop Artists used common images from
everyday culture as their sources including:

• Advertisements

• Consumer goods
• Celebrities

• Photographs
• Comic strips

Roy Lichtenstein, Masterpiece, 1962

Autumn 2 half term: Year 9 Metal and sustainability
Metals
For your focused practical task you worked with aluminium. This is a metal.
Metal has 2 classifications: ferrous and non-ferrous. Watch these videos to
learn about types of metals and where they come from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwnblxXyERE
https://www.technologystudent.com/joints/fermetal1.html
This half term you will also be learning about sustainability.
Sustainability means meeting our own needs without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs. In addition to natural
resources, we also need social and economic resources.
You will be discussing whether metal is sustainable.

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
For us to be more sustainable we need to assess how we can live more
responsibly. We can use a life cycle assessment to do this. There are 6 stages
of life cycle assessment.
What can you do to be more sustainable?
What can companies do to be more sustainable?
What does carbon footprint mean?
How can you reduce your carbon footprint?
Do you know what renewable energy is and where
it comes from?

Is metal
sustainable?
Is metal
renewable?

Special Diets
Definition

Foods they can’t eat

Vegetarian

Someone who chooses to not
eat any meat.

Meat, fish, poultry.

Vegan

Someone who doesn’t eat any
products derived from
animals.

Lactose
Intolerant
Coeliac
disease

Tips on how you can….
Reduce the
amount of
sat fat

• Use less cheese and meat
• Cut the visible fat off meat and remove
chicken skin
• Cook with oil and not butter

Meat, fish, poultry, dairy.

Reduce the
amount of
kcal

• Cut down on energy dense foods
• Use leaner cuts of meat
• Swap meat for beans and pulses

A digestive problem where the
body can’t digest lactose (milk
sugars).

Milk, cheese, yogurt,
chocolate, butter, icecream,
cream.

Lower the
amount of
salt

Where the digestive system is
sensitive to gluten and can’t
digest it.

Pasta, bread, noodles, pizza
base, couscous, gluten.

•
•
•
•
•

Cut down on the amount of cheese
Cut down on the amount of saturated fat
Use a low fat stock cube
Don’t add salt to the dish
Avoid using premade packs of seasoning

Increase the
fibre content

•
•
•
•

Add beans and pulses
Swap to whole meal
Add more vegetables
Keep the skin on potatoes

Lactose is CARBOHYDRATE
Gluten is PROTEIN

Key word

Definition

Seasonal ingredients

Foods that are available at certain times of the year, e.g. British-grown asparagus is only available in May, June.

Sustainable

A sustainable process or material is one that can be used without causing permanent damage to the
environment or using up finite resources.

Food Miles

The distance a food product travels from where it’s produced or grown to where it’s sold/

Organic foods

A more natural method of farming e.g. growing crops without artificial pesticides and fertilisers.

Locally sourced foods

Items that have been purchased nearby from a farmer, fishmonger or any other fresh produce creator.

Food Waste

Food loss and waste is food that is not eaten. Overall, around 1/3 of the worlds food is thrown away.

Sausage Pasta
Ingredients (serves 2)
1 onion
1 carrot
1 stick of celery
4 sausages , (250g in total)
1 tsp dried oregano
Optional: dried chilli flakes
1 tsp dried rosemary
4 cloves of garlic
2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
1 tin of chopped tomatoes
300 g dried penne
olive oil

Method

1.

Fill up a pan half way with water and put on the hob to the boil.
When the water is boiled add the pasta.

2.

Finely chop the onion, celery and garlic. Grate the carrot.

3.

Heat up the oil in the pan and squeeze out the sausage meat from
the skins. Add the oregano, rosemary and dried chilli flakes if using.

4.

Cook for 5 minutes and then add the chopped vegetables and
garlic.

5.

Add the can of chopped tomatoes, fill the can up half way with
water and add to the mixture. Leave to simmer for 10 minutes. Stir
through the balsamic vinegar.

6.

When the pasta is cooked add to the sauce and mix thoroughly.
Serve with grated parmesan.

Equipment

Grater
Fork
Bowl
Chopping board
Knife
Frying pan
Wooden spatula
Saucepan

You are welcome to follow this recipe, make a chilli
con carne or a spaghetti Bolognese.

Mushroom and Parsley Risotto
Ingredients
One large white onion
Two celery sticks
1 garlic clove
15g butter
250g mixed mushrooms
½ pack of fresh parsley
1 vegetable stock cube
400ml boiling water
200g risotto rice
50g grated parmesan

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Tomato risotto

Ingredients

One large white onion
Two celery sticks
1 garlic clove
15g butter
1 red pepper
½ can chopped tomatoes
100g chorizo
1 vegetable stock cube
300ml boiling water
200g risotto rice
50g grated parmesan

Finely dice the onion, finely slice the celery and mince the garlic. Pick the parsley
leaves off the stem and finely chop.
Soften the onion, garlic, celery and parsley stalks in oil for 10 minutes.
Meanwhile cut the squash into chunks and put the squash, if using or mushrooms
onto a baking tray. Drizzle with oil and roast for 20 minutes.
Make the stock by putting the stock in a jug and adding the boiling water. Stir until
the stock cube dissolves.
Add the rice to the frying pan with the onions and fry for a few minutes. Add the stock
in a ladle at a time, stirring as you add until it is absorbed. Repeat until the rice is
cooked.
Chop up half the roasted vegetables and add to the rice along with the parmesan,
butter and chopped up parsley.
Serve with the remaining vegetables on top.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Finely dice the onion, finely slice the celery and mince the garlic. Dice the pepper
into 2cm size pieces.
Soften the onion, garlic and celery for 10 minutes.
Make the stock by putting the stock in a jug and adding the boiling water. Stir until
the stock cube dissolves and add the tomatoes.
Add the rice and pepper to the frying pan with the onions and fry for a few minutes.
Add the stock in a ladle at a time, stirring as you add until it is absorbed. Repeat until
the rice is cooked.
Stir through the butter and parmesan. Serve.

Ingredients

Shepherds/Cottage Pie

For the filling:
200g minced beef/lamb

Method
1.

Peel and chop potatoes evenly. Just cover with fresh
cold water. Add I level tsp of salt. Bring potatoes to
boil and then simmer for 20 minutes (time them from
when they come up to boil).

2.

Chop the onions finely. Grate the carrot.

3.

Gently fry the onions until translucent and soft. Add the
mince and cook. Once the mince is browned add the
grated carrot.

4.

Add stock cube and 200ml water to the mixture and
bring to boil, stirring in the stock cube.

5.

When potatoes are cooked, drain through a colander and
mash them finely, adding butter and milk to soften and
give a creamy consistency. Add pepper if wanted.

6.

Place meat sauce into an ovenproof dish. Place mashed
potatoes evenly over the meat. Smooth and then fork
mixture round, following the shape of the dish.

7.

Cover with grated cheese. Cook for 25 minutes.

1 onion
1 carrot (grated)

1 stock cube
1 tbsp flour

For the mash:
300g potatoes
10g butter or margarine
50ml milk
Optional:
25g grated cheese for top
Baked beans

Sweetcorn
Gravy granules

Equipment;

Sauce pan, chopping board, knife,
wooden spoon, jug, sauce pan,
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SCIENCE
YEAR 9 AUT 2
ASTRONAUT

How much
matter

Kilograms
(Kg)

Gravitational
Potential
energy

The Big Bang

Energy gained by
an object raised
above the ground

Gravitational
field strength

Weight

Newton
(N)

Gravity

Force acting
upon an
object due to
gravity

Mass

Weight = mass X gravitational field strength

Gravity
exerted
around
an
object.

Earth’s
gfs =
9.8N/k
g

Mass X gravitational field strength X height
mgh

Planet

A large body orbiting the Sun

Moon

A natural satellite orbiting a planet

Dwarf
planet

A body large enough to have its own
gravity which caused a spherical shape

Solar
system

Any object orbiting the Sun due to
gravity

Galaxy

Collection of billions of stars

Universe

Collection of galaxies

Universe began 13.8 billion years ago

All matter and space expanded
violently from a single point.

Red—shift provides
evidence for expansion.

What is our skeleton for?
What do our muscles
do? How would
weightlessness affect
them ?
What can astronauts do
about it?

Red-shift

The observed increase in wavelength of light
from most distance galaxies. Light moves
towards the red end of the spectrum.

Hubble
(1929)

He studied light from distant galaxies; found
as frequency decreases, wavelength increases.
Light from star in our galaxy.
Light from star in nearby galaxy.
Light from star in distant galaxy.

Light from distant
galaxies is red-shifted, so
galaxy is moving away
from us.
Galaxies are moving away
from us in all directions.
Galaxies further away
have bigger red-shift so
are moving faster away.

SCIENCE
YEAR 9 AUT 2
ASTRONAUT

Identification
of common
gases

Oxygen

Chlorine

Carbon
dioxide

Burning
splint

Glowing
splint

Litmus paper
(damp)

Limewater

Positive
result

‘Pop’
sound.
Relights
the
splint.

Plants make use of
light energy from
the environment
(ENDOTHERMIC)
to make food
(glucose)

CO2

+

Bleache
s the
paper
white.

Lig
ht

gravity

Goes
cloudy
(as a
solid
calcium
carbona
te
forms).

Plant
response
s using
hormone
s
(auxins)

Factor

How the rate is affected

Temperature

As the temperature of the
environment the plant is in
increases rate of photosynthesis
increases (up to a point) as there
is more energy for the chemical
reaction.

Light intensity

Light intensity increases as the
distance between the plant and
the light sources increases. As
light intensity increases so does
the rate of photosynthesis (up to
a point) as more energy is
available for the chemical
reaction.

Carbon dioxide
concentration

Carbon dioxide is needed for
plants to make glucose. The rate
of photosynthesis will increase
when a plant is given higher
concentrations of carbon dioxide
(up to a point).

Amount of
chlorophyll

Chlorophyll is a photosynthetic
pigment that absorbs light and
allows the reaction between
water and carbon dioxide to occur
(photosynthesis)

Carbon dioxide + Water →
Oxygen + Glucose

Light
(phototropi
sm)

Gravity
(geotropism
or
gravitropis
m)

H2O →

O2

+ C6H12O6

Light breaks down auxins and they become
unequally distributed in the shoot. The side
with the highest concentration of auxins has
the highest growth rate and the shoot grows
toward the light.
Gravity causes an unequal distribution of
auxins. In roots the side with the lowest
concentration has the highest growth rate and
the root grows in the direction of gravity.
In new shoots from a seedling the unequal
distribution of auxins causes the shoot to grow
away from gravity.

Factors affecting the rate of photosynthesis

Hydrogen

Test

Photosynthesis

Gas

The plant manufactures glucose from carbon dioxide and water
using energy transferred from the environment to the
chloroplasts by light

SCIENCE
YEAR 9 AUT 2
ARCHITECT
Common
atmospheric
pollutants
Atmospheric pollutants from fuels

Combustion
of fuels

Gases from
burning fuels

Particulates

Source of atmospheric
pollutants. Most fuels
may also contain some
sulfur.

Carbon dioxide, water
vapour, carbon
monoxide, sulfur
dioxide and oxides of
nitrogen.
Solid particles and
unburned
hydrocarbons released
when burning fuels.

CO2 and methane
as greenhouse
gases
Properties and effects of
atmospheric pollutants

Carbon
monoxide

Toxic, colourless and
odourless gas. Not easily
detected, can kill.

Sulfur
dioxide and
oxides of
nitrogen

Cause respiratory
problems in humans and
acid rain which affects
the environment.

Particulates

Cause global dimming
and health problems in
humans.

Carbon footprints
The total amount of greenhouse
gases emitted over the full life
cycle of a product/event. This
can be reduced by reducing
emissions of carbon dioxide and
methane.

Greenhouse gases

Carbon
dioxide

Human activities that increase
carbon dioxide levels include
burning fossil fuels and
deforestation.

Methane

Human activities that increase
methane levels include raising
livestock (for food) and using
landfills (the decay of organic
matter released methane).

Climate
change

There is evidence to suggest that
human activities will cause the
Earth’s atmospheric temperature
to increase and cause climate
change.

SCIENCE
YEAR 9 AUT 2
ARCHITECT
Key Terms

Series Circuit
A circuit where all the components are in
the same loop.
Parallel Circuit
A circuit where the components are in
different loops in the circuit.
Ammeter
An electrical component that measures the
size of electric current, it is connected in
series
in a circuit.
Voltmeter
An electrical component that measures the
size of the potential difference, it is
connected in parallel

Energy resource

How it works

Uses

Fossil Fuels
(coal, oil and gas)

Burnt to release thermal energy used to
turn water into steam to turn turbines

Generating electricity,
heating and transport

Nuclear

Nuclear fission process

Generating electricity

Biofuel

Plant matter burnt to release thermal
energy

Transport and
generating electricity

Tides

Every day tides rise and fall, so
generation of electricity can be
predicted

Generating electricity

Waves

Up and down motion turns turbines

Generating electricity

Hydroelectric

Falling water spins a turbine

Generating electricity

Wind

Movement causes turbine to spin which
turns a generator

Generating electricity

Solar

Directly heats objects in solar panels or
sunlight captured in photovoltaic cells

Generating electricity
and some heating

Geothermal

Hot rocks under the ground heats water
to produce steam to turn turbine

Generating electricity
and heating

SCIENCE
YEAR 9 AUT 2
ARCHITECT
Principle of
conservation of
energy

The amount of
energy always
stays the same.

Energy cannot be created or
destroyed, only changed
from one store to another.

Ways to reduce
‘wasted’ energy

Energy transferred
usefully

Insulation, streamline design,
lubrication of moving parts.

Energy loss from homes

Year 9 Knowledge organiser:
Population

Topics covered
✓ Population explosion
✓ Birth Rates, Death rates
and Life expectancy
✓ Factors affecting

Key Terms Used in

Key Ideas:
1. I can describe the growth in world population over time

2. I can describe the distribution (spread) of people on earth
3. I can explain what affects growth and distribution of people
4. I can assess how population is impacted by youth and ageing
5. I can evaluate the benefits and challenges of migration

population growth
✓ Population Density and
Distribution
✓ Population Distribution
Factors
✓ Population Pyramids

✓ Population Control
✓ Youthful Populations

✓ Ageing Populations

Places and

Skills
❑ To draw a line graph showing population
growth/label key events (‘living graph’)
❑ To construct a ‘choropleth’ map, shading
dense and sparse population density
❑ To construct population pyramid graphs

❑ To write a detailed piece of extended writing
❑ To interpret flow maps of people movement

✓ Population Migration

Designed by KMU for Open Academy 2019

Environments

this Unit
❑ Population growth
❑ Birth Rate/Death Rate
❑ Dense/Sparse

❑ Distribution
❑ Working Age Group
❑ Fertility Rate
❑ Infant Mortality Rate
❑ Rate of Natural
Increase
❑ Sterilisation

❖ UK

❑ Birth Control

❖ China

❑ Incentives

❖ Africa

❑ Forced Abortion

❖ Australia

❑ Infanticide

❖ Canada

❑ Gender imbalance

❖ Russia

❑ Retirement

❖ Singapore

❑ Push/pull factors

❖ Syria

❑ Immigration

❖ Germany

❑ Forced migration

Population pyramids are simply
graphs that show the amount of
males and females living in a
country at differing age groups.

Some countries have run population control policies to try
to either reduce their totals or in some cases actually
increase them. China is the most famous for doing this with
a 1 Child policy, which has now been relaxed. India also
carried out population control aimed at reducing its total.

As a country becomes more
developed it will change shape
from a wide Aztec pyramid shape
to a tall skyscraper shape.

World populations can be measured according to the countries
average quality of life. How we measure peoples living standards
can vary but most agree that Income, education and life
expectancy are all important.
As these numbers are based upon averages there will always be
people above and below. Averages are not always the same
within different areas of a country.

India and China contain the world’s largest populations, with
both countries around 1.3 billion people.
Controlling population growth sounds simple but can have
both positive and negative results.

A wide base means a high Birth
Rate and a low height means a
low life expectancy.

List 3 reasons why life might be better if there were less people on planet Earth

Deep steps in at the side show a
high death rate.

Italy, the UK, South Africa, Mexico and China are just some areas
of the world with differences within their own countries.
Developing countries tend to have bigger differences than richer
developed countries.

CHALLENGE - Can you suggest ways that a country could stop its population from
getting too large without being too forceful?

World population has risen to well over 7.5 billion and will soon reach 8 billion. The growth rate is currently rapid.
Not everywhere in the world is rising rapidly and much of the most rapid growth rate is occurring in developing and emerging countries
(poorer countries). This will present challenges for resources like food, water and space.

Can you use data in your
answer to describe the rapid
rise of world population?

World population has always been
moving around. The most common
type of movement or migration is
from countryside areas to towns and
cities. This is called ‘Urbanisation’.

CHALLENGE EXPLAIN why
poorer countries are growing
more quickly than richer
countries

People are sometimes forced to move
e.g. fleeing genocide (known as push
factors) or sometimes people choose
to move e.g. better pay (pull factors).

What would show peoples quality of life?
CHALLENGE – Are there any problems with using data to
calculate this?

Movements of people can have
positive and negative effects on
regions or countries.

Global population is not spread evenly across the planet. Some areas have attracted more people
than others.

The global population is not only increasing due to more people being born. As countries become
more developed which most are over time, people tend to live longer then previous generations.
This can put added pressures on resources like pensions but can also provide benefits to countries.

Areas with more people are known as ‘densely populated’ and those with few as ‘sparsely
populated’.
Areas with dense populations often have a number of human and physical factors that attract
people to live there.
Physical factors include things like mountain ranges or swamps or frozen soils that make some
areas uninhabitable.
Can you name densely populated areas of the world?
CHALLENGE – What human and physical factors explain the UK population density map?

List 5 problems that ageing may cause to an
individual or their family.
CHALLENGE – Suggest ways that ageing
populations can be managed

Young people (in poorer countries
these are young children) are the
most common type to move.

Give reasons why people might
want to enter the UK.

Immigrants are people arriving,
emigrants are people leaving.

CHALLENGE – Suggest reasons
why migration can provoke
strong opinions.

German
Module 1: Ich Liebe Ferien (I Love Holidays)

In this Module you will learn how to:

Compare places, then and now
Describe activities in the past using, hatte es gab and
war.
Talking about what you did in the past using the perfect
tense.
Talk about how you travelled on holiday using 'sein.'
Talking about the weather, comparing the past and
present.

German

Read the Strategy Box
about using war and hatte
(was and had) wth adjectives
to describe a place.

Keep practising your German vocabulary on www.quizlet.com

• Either:
click on this link: Quizlet Gute Reise
Or: use your class code.
Practise your vocab using the link below:
Textivate Ich Liebe Ferien

German

Use this verb box to
make sentences.

www.textivate.com
Username: openacademy
Password: first name initial and surname and 800
Go to 'my resources' to find your work.
Or go directly to the link and complete the sequence on
The Perfect Tense paragraph; Textivate;Perfect Tense
Paragraph

Try doing this with a friend or sibling
at home

Practise your vocab using Quizlet Quizlet;Weather
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